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T he Ohio Rock

by William Smith

Part 3

1. Found in Adams county, Obio in 1977 by my wife
and I on our farm.
2. It was laying flat on the ground on a southern

slope of a bill.
3. It is 9 in. Thick trom the back to the raised front

areas.
4. The carved face of the rock was about 2 in below
ground level, other than the corner with a
(shield, boat or pointer) that is 1/2 in deep and
centered between two small round shallow holes.

s.

1977 Ohio Rock & William Smith

The soll under the rock appears to be red clay.

6. The top of the rock was covered with 2 in of soil
and grass in the recess areas.
7. It was found in March before new vegetation had
time to hide the rock upper surface. 73

Drawing by John Robblns

T he Ohio Rock
8. Arehaeologist (B.odney Bicks) trom
museum of natural history in Cineinnati said
the rock would have taken one man about 30
days to complete.
9. The rock seems to be native to the area,
and Iikely trom a group of uneut rocks
Ioeated about 100 feet south west of the
ftnding Ioeation.
(Lat. 38'42'81.94N Lon. 83'34'06.39W)

Ohio Rock laylng flat on ground

10. Geologist identifted the rock with a
density rating of 4 on a 1 to 10 scale,
diamond being a 10. He stated the rock was a
soft sand stone and common to Adams
County Ohio.
11. The Ohio Rock weighs about 500 pounds.
The right outer center surface is eut out at a
tapper from the front surface to the baek
with a small rectangle at the bottom. 74
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Ohio Rock standlng on curved edge

The Ohio Rock
12. The Ohio Rock was found about 1/2 mile north
ofthe Ohio river, east ofManchester.
13. The Ohio Rock was pointing south east toward

the islands in the Ohio River. (before the dam was
added in the Ohio Biver their was three islands and
the water level was lower) .

The Ohio Bock Bite

14. The Ohio Biver is not visible trom the rock site.
18. The carvings are very precise on the inside
area of the rock as well as the outer surfaces.
16. The Ohio Bock is on the south end of the ancient
Hopewell Road. A cabin foundation is 1/8 mile
trom the site. Some of the stones in the cabin
fireplace seem to be simllar in type of stone to the
Ohio Rock. A well with stone walls and cap also
had sand stones simllar in type to the Ohio Bock.
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The Hopewell Boad

The Ohio Rock
17. I have been in sole possession of the Ohio Bock

since it was found on our farm in Adams County Ohio.
Allen Foster (County Judge West Union, OH) was
present during the recovery of the Ohio Bock in 1977.
The Ohio Bock is currently located in West Chester,
OB. The attached photo shows a copy of the interior of
the rock.
18. The 10wer edge is curved in a very uniform carving.

Smithp

Ohio Rock with inner
casting 2008

19. The deepest area in the center is 3 inches deeper the

outer edge.
20. The upper leg (opposite ofthe curved bottom) is 2
inches deeper than the outer edge which forms a 1 inch

ledge between the two fiat surfaces.
21. The deeper surfaces have sides cut at about 48

degrees to the edges.
22. The wrought iron piece in the attached photo was
tested in the meta11ab at Ford Mo. Co. and determined
by carbon molecule size to be well over 100 years old.
Found 30 feet south east of Ohio BOCk, 8 inches under
surface. (Could this be a chest strap piece')

Metalpiece
with 2 holes

The Ohio Rock
23. The small shield or boat like carving in the
upper leg at the higher level is about 2 inches
long, flat on one end and pointed on the other
end. It is about 3/4 inches deep and carved
very acourate with sides 90 degrees trom base.
24. The small shield or boat carving is pointing
the same direction as the overall stone. It has a
shallow hole on each side which may be runic
symbols to indicate stand alone message.
Shield in corner with runic dot's
2S. The only hole in the rock is in the upper
level of the upper leg and is 1/2 inch in
diameter and 1 inch in depth. This hole seems
to be man made rather than natural.
26. The Ohio Bock has been in my care since its
:flnding. No meta! objects have been exposed to
the face of the stone.
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Gaylord Nelson and Ohio Bock

T he O hio Rock
After the Obio Bock was found in 1977, photos were
taken and sent to over one hundred academic
institution's along with the known data for their
response. These responses ware placed in four category's
for evaluation.
1- It is a MOLD to hammer fuse copper into a sun dial
(Berry Fell in 1978)

2- It is a eivil war early farmers BIBD BATH (Griffith
Observatory 1978)
3- It is a TIME STONE marker identitying the Shawnee
gold hidden by the Spanish in 1500s. (Allen Eccart - The
Frontiersman)
4- It is an early INDIAN GRAVE MARKER. (Thor group)
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The Ohio Rock
IS THE OHIO ROCK
1- MOLD 2- BIRD BATH, 3- TIME STONE, 4- INDIAN GRAVE MARKER 1

40 years of research by the THOB group has identifled

the most likely flve w's (who, what, when, why and
where) of The Ohia Bock, however an information
must be evaluated.
In order to reach the intent of the Ohio Bock a lot of
information was gathered trom academic experts in the
:6.eld. Attached is the response letter from Berry Fell
(author of America BC). This three page letter in 1979

led the THOB group down many roads of research
which have been discussed and saved in the 6000
postings on the THOB web site.
Berry Fell's letter introduced many questions to the
research team that required explanation and additional
support for con1lrmation. These questions produced
answers only after many years of research which will
be covered in the remainder oftbis presentation.
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Page 1

Page 2

The Ohio Rock
Berry Fell indicated it was a mold for fabricating a
copper sun dial. This dial (deltoton) was part of an
assembly which provided the early Americans a tool that
identifles the spring and fall equinox and a living
calendar for planting. This assembly was used in Egypt
and told the time of day by the shadow of the gnomon
made by the sun. It told the time of the year by the
shadow of the ring cast on the ground. The shadow of the
Gnomon and Ring made a cross on March 21 st. and
September 21 st. The deltoton had a gnomon and Ring of
Hipparchus which worked as an assembly when aligned
to true north and read at mid day.

.

....

Page 3 Fells letter

The remaining questions which were overlooked by
Fell or at least not addressed were. Why the curve edge
at the bottom of the stone or deltoton? Why the hole In
the upper leg? Why make it trom copper?
These items are explained in the following slides.
Items overlooked by Fell
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T he Ohio Rock
The replica Deltoton made in the mold
(Ohio Rock) provided answers to some
designs found in the mold.
The curved bottom allowed the deltoton to
be tnted north or south In order to change
the angle where the gnomon meets the
ground. The top photo shows the angle set at
39 degrees which matches the latitude
where the Ohio Rock was discovered. A
string hung on a boss made by the hole in the
upper leg of the Ohio Bock allowed a bob to
read the inner dial. This photo was taken on
March 21 st. Notice the ring makes a cross
with the gnomon.
The bottom photo shows the Ohio Bock in a
rotated position which centers the bottom
curved edge and locates the bob at the center
of the inner dial. When the assembly is
centered the angle made where the gnomon
meets the ground is 26.4 degrees. This
indicates the carver used a master 26.4
degree tool in order to fabricate the Ohio
Rock.
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Assembly set at 39 degrees

Assembly set at 26.4 degrees

The O h
' io Rock
When we made a replica SUD dial assembly we found it only worked in Ohio on
the 39 degree latitude by tUting the top of the dial toward the south until the
angle made by the gnomon and ground was 39 degrees. This i5 a stron
implication the carver of the Ohio Bock was from the 26.4 latitude north on the
earth. This loeation is close to the Gulf of Mexico. In additionn to the angle made
at the earth the boss made by the hole allowed astring to be hung with a bob that
allowed the change in the angle to be tracked on the inner surface of the curved
back area of the Deltoton. This tunctioned as an astrolabe for determ;ning latitude
position on the earth.
It 8eems the only reason a carver would make a SUD dial assembly designed to
funCtioD on the 26.4 latitude would be because he did not know bis current
latitude without making a dial with a home angle of 26.4 degrees and tilting it to
read bis Dew latitude of 39 degrees in Ohio.
With the latitude solved we needed to determine if the assembly could read
longitude. The ability to measure longitude became aware when we ask ourselves
the remaining questions.
Why is the Deltoton made of copper?
What is the function of the ring supported by the gnomon and Dorth face of the
Deltoton?
Our answer to these questions were answered when we added the mOOD to the
process. The copper allowed the north face and the ring to reßect the position of
the mOOD at mid day. The moon changes position by 12 degrees counter-clockwise
in the northern sky if observed at the same time each day.
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The OhioRock
If the Ohio Rock was used to measure latitude by the shadow of
the mid-day sun and longitude by the mid-day position of the
moon, and the 26.4 latitude was the home latitude where tbis
technology started, their should be evidence of tools using this
technology and recordings where this technology was used. ref 
https:llgroups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/thor
thehuntersohiorock/photos/photostream/lightboxl
713870893?

Ancient Artifacts which will tunction as a tool used in
Navigation.
1 - (SOOOBC??) Moses bad a staffwith a hook on one end. This
will function as an astrolabe and lunar compass.
2 - (SOOOBC??) Stone cup •(Newark Obio). If placed on a stick
and fUled with water then pointed to the mid-day sun it will
allow a water level mark in the cup for latitude measurement.
3 - (SOOOBC??) Holy Stone - (Newark Obio). Maltes a master
with 26.4 degrees to manufacture tools that measure latitude
trom ahorne latitude of 26.4 degrees. This angle is the Holy
latitude of ancient Egypt, It is the angle of the great hall in the
pyramid, It is the horne angle in the construction of the
lodestone compass and it is the angle used to !abricate the Ohio
Rock.
4 - (3000BC) - Sun Dia! - Maltes tool tor maintaining latitude
or measuring time.
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The Ohio Rock
5 - (2800BC) - Stone circles - Makes a tool for
tracking the moon and using a standard unit of 28
or 30 to track the daily 12 degree movement of
the moon in a counter clockwise rotation with the
earth.
6 . (2400BC) - Hook and Frail - Used and shown
only with the first three kings of Egypt. Makes a
lunar compass for navigation. The hook is used
like lVIoses statt and the FraU is used to adjust the
hook for the seasoDS.
7 - (400BC) - Astrolabe - Used to measure
latitude or position on a stationary scale. In most
cases was used with the sun or star at a bed time
oftheday.
8 - (300BC) - The Liahona A tool used for lunar
navigation described in the Book of Mormon.
According to the Book of Mormon and other
Latter Day Saint movement sourees, the Liahona
(/'li:.e.'hou.ne/) is abrass ball that operated as a
type of compus with two spindles. ODe of the
spindles was sald to point the direction Lehi and
bis party should travel after their escape from
Jerusalem.
ref - Wikipedia - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Liahona_{Book_of_lVIormon)
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Lunar compass

T he Ohio Rock
9 . (78BC) - The Antikythera mechanism. A tool
tor tracking the moon and planets. The
Antikythera mechamsm (/,mnttkt'8Iara/ ANT-i-ki
THEEB.-a or /,mntt'kI8ara/ ANT-i-KITS-a-ra) is an
anClent analog computer designed to predict
astronomical positions and eclipses for calendrical
and astrological purposes, as well as the
Olympiads, the cycles of the ancient Olympic
Games.
ret - Wikipedia· https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Antikythera_mechanism

Antikythera mechanism
2

ce

10 . (SOOAD) - Coba Dial - Mayan lunar compass.
ref· Stone frieze drawing by Valentine in 1937
Coba, Mexico translated by THOB group 1990.
When attempting to obtain photos and location of
these large stones, the story is the German
government removed the stones in 1939 and took
them to Germany where they were lost during
Coba Dia!

WWII.
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T he Ohio Rock

the traveler marked the position of the moon at mid-day at the start of his
voyage and maintained a log of the number of days traveled he would know
where the moon should be at mid-day by adding 12 degrees for each day traveled
or track it with a navigation lunar 30 window tracking tool. The change in mid
day time by moving east or west on the earth will generate a variance in the
position of the moon between the calculated position and the actual observed
position. This difference is the amount of longitude traveled.
The
important of the daily count in navigation may have generated the practice
mandated and still in use today of the daily log entry for ships at sea. The
following photos will show a few ancient navigational tools which have been
reproduced and tested by myself and the THOB group.
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Evidence the Mayans used lunar navigation
11 - (700AD) · Mattox Kentucky SUD dial disc.
ref - Stone found in Kentucky by Charles Mattox and translated
by THOR group1991. Found near the Ohio Bock. It's use with a
gnomon (Sun shadow rod) in the center would work well for
tracking the time of year and navigating.
lVIattox sun dial
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T he Ohio Rock
12 - The Great Serpent Mound is not far from the Ohio
Bock. The mound may be a recording of an ancient
journey from a common location in the Atlantic, 38
sim.üar recordings from both sides of the Atlantic show
a common home. The coil in the tail indicates 2.8 lunar
months at sea, the seven directioD changes represent an
additional seven lunar months on land to arrive in
Adams County Ohio. The Serpent is headed north west
with the moon in bis mouth to guide him.
13 - The EvansMayslick Pendant was found in
Kentucky not far from the Ohio Bock and The Great
Serpent Mound. Side one of the pendant seems to tell
the story of how to navigate using the SUD, mOOD and
Dorth star. It also shows these at mid dayalignment.
The side two of the EvansMayslick pendant seems to
EvanslVlayslick Pendent
agree with the layout of the Great Serpent Mound in
showing latitude and longitude by using lunar
navigation.
14 - This stone triangle hole is located on a high bluff
on the Ohio Biver less than 1/2 mile trom the Ohio Bock.
It is like the triangle holes that exist in the north east
and upper mid west.
F
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The Ohio Rock
18 . (700AD) . Viking 30 day counter dial used to keep
count of the days and the position of the moon during the
lunar month of 29.6 days.
Manufacturingjigs for ship construction. Most viking ships
for long range travel had 18 oarsman on each side of their
ship, making 30 windows for tracking the mid day position
of the moon. The island of Gotland has hundreds of stone
vild.ng ships. Only B% have been studied which indicate
sewing needles, rivets, charcoal and in most cases have no
human bones.
The location of these stone ships are next to the ancient
tree lines. I feel these stone jigs were to aid in bending the
keel and ribs by steaming the green timbers and bending to
form. The likeness of the jigs indicate the parts of the ship
could be used on other ships.
They also had seer stone which allowed ultraviolet sun rays
to be visible on cloudy days. The crystal cal site inside the
geode allowed the navigator to look directly toward the SUD
on a cloudy or foggy day.
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Viking compass

ShipJig

ShipJig

SeerStone

The Ohio Rock
The attached world map shows 4
of 39 sun god symbols or checker
board squares plotted . Each stone
marking or site was con1irmed as
ancient. Most common recordings
were found on Dolmons (large
stones supported by small
stones)I will attempt to explain
two of these four ancient voyage
reeordings. The upper left or A
recording is located on top of a
dolman located in Mass.
Tbis aneient voyage took 11 lunar month readings in order to arrive at its
loeation. The distance from Mass. to the 26.4 degree latitude is represented by
the 8 latitude lines in the recording. The 6 longitude lines represent the east or
west distance traveled on a east or west longitude. In this case the departure
was established at the 26.4 latitude north and the 82 degree longitude west.
The bottom right or D recording is located on a Dolman in Portugal. It reads as
foliows: From the point of departure represented by the large inverted G
symbol traveled east on astern line for 13 lunar months, we then traveled 4
lunar months east and north to our recording loeation. This voyage took 13
months at sea and 4 months on land.
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Ne""ark Ohio H oly st one
It seems the 26.4 degree angle made by the two sides of the Holy Stone located in Newark
Ohio with the Decalog stone and stone cup may prove the buüders of the Newport Tower in
Bhode Island and the carver of the Ohio Rock had something in common. The Ohio Bock has a
center on the swing of the gnomon that generates a 26.4 degr&e angle. This angle would be
the home location or latitude where the technology was developed. This angle has been found
as the Egyptian holy angle and was used in the main chamber during construction of the
pyramid and is the angle made in when the two gnomons are set to length on the semicirc1e
of the lodestone compass with the gnomons at fulliength. As the user of the compass
traveled to a new latitude north, the gnomons would be adjusted to a shorter length in able
to read and track the new latitude position. (same technology as in the Omo Bock SUD dial) .
I have found that at mid day at the Newport Tower the light through the south window from
the sun on the winter solstice is at a 28.7 degree angle between the vertical inner wall and
the light beam through the window on Dec. 21st. or summer sOlstice, This same process cast
an angle of 61.3 degr&es between the vertical wall and light beam through the south window
on the winter solstice. In that the Newport Tower or a tower is listed in the 1494 treaty
between Spain and Portugal as weil as a marker stone called the Kensington Bune Stone
located 370 leagues (1110 miles) on a pole line west ofthe tower pole line. Ifthe east and
west land marks are the tower and KBS, I feel the tower identifles the north and south
boundary ofVinland. North latitude of 61.3latitude and South latitude of 28.7latitude. The
difference between 26.4 on the holy stone and the 28.7 could be the used calculated lengths
of the two sides, the angles used trom various measurements at the tower show 118.8 in.
from ground to south window top, it shows 118.6 in. from south wall to center oftower
where the light is at its southern most direction on the summer solstice. In summary: was
the holy stone used as a master to make the Ohio Rock, Lodestone compass gnomon lengths,
the south window of the Newport Tower, the main hal1way of the great pyarmid ? As an
engineer I :find it very hard to build these tools and structures without a template like the
holy stone to identify a home latitude locatio~pf 26.4latitude north.

N evvark Ohio H oly stone
TH E HOLY STONE (KEYSTONE) FOUND NEAR NEWARK OHI O AT T HE NORTH END OF TH E HOPEWELL
ROAD MAY BE T H E KEY T HAT OPENS TH E DOOR TO OUR ANCIENT HISTORY. THIS STON E WHICH HAS
ANCIENT H EBREW WORDS IDENTIFYING IT AS (THE H OLY STON E) T RANSLATED BY THE LAT E CYRUS
H. GORDEN MAKES IT A PERFECT IB OB TO FUNCTION IN THE SUN DIAL FOUND 100 M ILES SOUTH AT
THE SOUTHERN END TO T HE HOPEWELL ROAD. THE SIDES OF TH E HOLY STON E MAKE A 26.4
DEGREE ANGLE WHICH IS T HE CENTER (MEAN) AN GLE NEEDED TO CONSTRUCT THE OHIO ROCK.
(The Newark Holy Stones refer to a set of artifacts allegedly discovered by David Wyrick in 1860 within a cluster of ancient Indian burial mounds near Newark.
Ohlo. The set consists of the Keystone, a stone bowl, and the Decalogue wit h its sandstone box. They can be viewed at the Johnson-Humnckhouse Museum in
Coshocton, Ohio.t111.tl The site where the objects were found is known as The Newark Earthworks, one of the biggest collections from an ancient American Indian
cu lture known as the Hopewell that existed from approximately 100 BC to AD 500.131
The events surrounding the discovery and authenticity of the artifacts are controversial . A wide consensus believes that the artifacts are either the subject of a hoax
or originate from a time period that has no relation to the Hopewell. Others believe that the artifacts' inscription contains dialect that is in fact of Judean descent and
could have existed during that time .)(Wikipedia)
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Holy Stone (Keystone)

Decalogue stone and box
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Stone CUp

Nevvark Ohio H oly stone
The Holy Stone (keystone) was u sed to c arve the Ohio
Roek by Establishing the angle of 26.4 degrees with the
g r ound a n d step for the
n ort h pointing gnomon. When the curved bottom of the
Ohio Rock is centered the angle is 26.4. In summary, the
Portuguese understood t he
Function of the keystone and built the Ohio Rock t o the
r equired angles
To read lat itude where the Ohio Rock was found (39.0
degrees North). It also a llowed them to determ ine
longitude by reading the position of the
mid-day moon.
Sun dial measuring latitude

Other use s of 26.4 degrees
1- Holy latitude of the Egyptians.
2 - Ineline of the hall in great pyramid.
3- Home angle of lodestone compass.
4 - Sommer solstice angle in Newport
Tower.
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Fa ll's of The Olh io
The Falls of the Ohio River located at Louisville Kentucky has generated some artifacts which
may add to the final chapter of the Corte real expedition. The six skeletons found in armor and the
coins support the 1500 time frame.
When Michael Corte real left Newport Rhode Island in 1511 his crew was fleeing from the hostile
Native Americans because of the introduction of pneumonia, which the Indian's had no immunity.
From Dighton Rock to the Ca-t skills mountains in New York they lost the lodestone from their
compass at Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire. They made their load lighter by leaving the
remainder cartographer tools in a cave in the Catskills. From New York to Adams county Ohio
where they carved the time stone called The Ohio Rock and buried holy artifacts from the Old
World in the center of Vinland to be recovered at a later date. The Hopeweilindians did not take
lightly of the Portuguese who settled on the south end of the Hopewell Road because this
prevented the short legged bison from their natural migration from Kentucky into Ohio. With
additional hostile Native Americans the Corte reals were forced to leave Adams county Ohio and
continue down stream until they were defeated at the Falls of The Ohio.
The artifacts found at the Falls of The Ohio may lead to the end of the
Portuguese and Michael Corte real. The nose piece on the upper heimet
Is like the ones used by the Turks which were common spoils of war. The
Roman coins date to around 300 AD which could be Knights of Christ. The
Lower heimet is similar to one claimed to have been found in Nova Scotia.
Additional research will continue to connect the historical truth of America
before Columbus. However at this time we can only place the Newport Tower
In Rhode Island with the Mystery stone of New Hampshire with the compass
In New York, with the Ohio Rock and the Keystone of Newark.
WHO - Portuguese, WHEN - 1472 -1511, WHY - Expedition for land
WHERE - Adams county Ohio in the center of Vinland, WHAT - Holy Grail.
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